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ABSTRACT
A large program is performed in France in order to develop,

for the design and operating FBR plants, defect assessment
procedures and Leak-Before-Break methods (L.B.B.). The main
objective of this A16 guide is to propose analytical solutions at
elevated temperature coherent with those proposed at low
temperature by the RSE-M [1].

The main items developed in this A16 guide for laboratory
specimen, plates, pipes and elbows are the following:
• Evaluation of ductile crack initiation and crack propagation

based on the J parameter and material characteristics as JR-
Aa curve or J /Q r . Algorithms to evaluate the maximum
endurable load under increasing load for through wall
cracks or surface cracks are also proposed.

• Determination of fatigue or creep-fatigue crack initiation
based on the Cd approach calculating stress and strain at a
characteristic distance d from the crack tip.

• Evaluation of fatigue crack growth based on da/dN-AK<.ff
relationship with a AK f̂ derived from a simplified
estimation of AJ for the cyclic load.

• Evaluation of creep-fatigue crack growth adding the fatigue
crack growth and the creep crack growth during the hold
time derived from a simplified evaluation of C*.

• Leak-Before-Break procedure.

The fracture mechanic parameters determined in the A16
guide (KL J, C*) are derived from handbooks and formula in
accordance with those proposed in the RSE-M document for in
service inspection. Those are:
• The Ki handbook for a large panel of surface and through-

wall defects in plates, pipes and elbows.
• Elastic stress and reference stress formula.
• Analytical Js and Cs* formulations for mechanical and

through thickness thermal load.

The main part of the formula and assessment methodologies
proposed in the A16 guide are included in a software, called
MJSAM, developed under the MS Windows environment in
support of the document. This allows a simple application of the
analysis proposed in the document.

NOMENCLATURE
a, Aa: crack depth, crack increment.
c: half crack length.
C*: Creep energy density (semi elliptical cracks).
J;: Critical J at crack initiation.
Qy: Energy dissipation rate in ductile tearing propagation.
Kj: Stress intensity factor in mode I.
AKcff: Effective stress intensity factor range.
Til internal radius of the pipe.
t: thickness of the component.

INTRODUCTION
A large program is performed in France in order to develop, for

the design and operating FBR plants, defect assessment procedures
and leak-Before-Break methods. As a result of the collaboration
between CEA, EdF and Novatome, a French guideline A16 has been
produced to propose analytical solutions coherent with those
proposed by the RSE-M [1][2] for defect assessment at low
temperature.

This paper presents the main items developed in this guide
considering low and high temperatures. It describes successively
the methodologies proposed in the document and the contents of
the formulae for simple geometrical configurations such as plates,
pipes and elbows.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF A16 GUIDE

Objectives of the document
The first aim of the A16 guide is to provide a coherent and

homogeneous written document giving applicable methods to be
used either for defect assessment analysis or for leak before break
analysis. The second aim is to gather in the same document all the
useful tools (handbook for fQ, reference stress, rupture mechanics
material data) including, if necessary, new formula where our needs
are not covered by literature.

Often, methods proposed in A16 are called simplified methods
because they use only handbooks or results of elastic analysis. It is
not in our mind to match such simplified methods to inelastic finite
element analysis. The two approaches are useful and have their
own advantages. We must be aware for one part that such
simplified methods are using JQ handbooks for example which are
derived from finite element analysis and, for the other part, that the
finite element codes can not yet performed everything. Therefore,
this A16 guide will provide simplified method for people who
performed finite element analysis in order to be able to check their
results. People will also find methods for which not simple finite
element procedures are not available : the creep-fatigue crack
propagation for example.

In complement, because all geometrical configurations can not
be covered, the guideline proposes procedures to performed a
coupled analytical /F.E. analysis. This allows, in complex
configurations such as defect propagation, to limit the number of
F.E. calculations.

Basic defect assessment procedures proposed
The A16 guideline proposes defect assessment procedures

based on fracture mechanics estimating such quantities as Kj, J, C*
or stresses at a characteristic distance of the crack. These methods
are either new ones, as J rQ r criterion for ductile crack propagation,
either extensions of existing methods as the reference stress method
to estimate J.

The main procedures are the following (a synthetic description
is proposed in Table 1):
• Fatigue or creep-fatigue crack initiation based on the Od

approach. The principle of this approach is to determine a
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stress and a strain at a characteristic distance of the crack
tip (function of the material) and to use them in material
fatigue and creep data (determined on tensile specimen).
This approach is based only on Kj formulae and engineering
rules and do not need specific fracture mechanics material
data (except the distance d). A detailed presentation and
validation of the methodology is presented in [3][4].

• Fatigue crack growth based on da/dN-AK<.ff relationship. In
this methodology, the crack growth rate is estimated from
the Paris curve of the material with a AK<.ff derived from a
simplified estimation of AJ (taking into account cyclic
plasticity with the cyclic curve of the material and the
reference stress concept) and a factor for closure effects [5].

• Creep-fatigue crack growth adding the fatigue crack growth
and the creep crack growth during the hold time. The creep
crack growth rate is here derive from a C* evaluation based
on the reference stress concept and the da/dt-C* material
curve. An example of application on a surface defect is
presented in [6].

• Ductile tearing propagation based on simplified estimation
of J (reference stress method [2]), the JR-Aa curve or the new
parameters for tearing propagation estimations JS-Gfr. These
two options to estimate the crack growth rate with the
increasing load and the maximum endurable load are
developed for through wall defects (ID defects) and semi-
elliptical defects (2D defects). Examples of applications of
the JrQt criteria are presented in [7][8].

• Plastic collapse of the ligament with and without holdtime:
the principle is here to estimate the load of the ligament
(taking into account the crack) and to compare it to the
plastic collapse or creep collapse criterion of the material.

Leak-Before-Break procedure.
Concerning the specific Leak Before Break analysis forFBR

plants, the guideline proposes a procedure to estimate, if
possible, the leakage flow of a through wall crack before the
collapse of the structure. It describes:
• the general strategy of L.B.B. analysis,
• the estimation of the leakage flow and the associated

detectable through wall defect,
• the determination of the maximum acceptable defect in terms

of tearing stability.

However, methodologies to detect a leak and the required
equipment are not described in the guideline.

Main fracture mechanics parameter calculation

K, Calculation:
The K[ calculation method uses the influence function

formulation and the elastic stresses in the non cracked body.
This formulation allows the calculation of K[ solution after an
elastic analysis of stresses in the thickness of a non crack
component.

Calculation of J (and AJ):
The Js calculation (s for simplified) is based on the Ki

calculation and the reference stress concept to account for
plasticity:

T K? (E.eref

Js = — j - . E!-+
E ^ <*ref

where £„* is the strain associated to arcf on the tensile curve of
the material and y a plastic zone correction factor. The formulation
is developed in accordance with the RSE-M [1][2] for pipes and
elbows under mechanical and thermal loading.

Calculation of C*:
The Cs* parameter calculation method is similar to the J

calculation one:

where ^.e f is the strain rate associated to the orcf stress in the creep

law of the material.

Handbooks and formulae
A large effort of synthesis and clarification has been devoted

to present handbooks and formulae used for the main structures
(tube, elbows, tees) and the main types of defect shapes in a
coherent and homogeneous form. This concerns:
• determination of elastic stresses associated to different types

of loading in non cracked components such as plates, pipes
and elbows,

• shape function coefficient handbooks for a large panel of
defects.

• reference stress formulae for the same panel of defect shapes.

Elastic stress in non cracked components:
Analytical formulae are proposed to determined the elastic

opening stresses in pipes and plates submitted to the following
simple loads:
• axial tensile load,
• global bending moment,
• internal pressure,
• linear thermal transient in the thickness of the pipe or thermal

shocks.

For the elbows, an important effort has been performed to
recalculate the stresses associated to an in plane bending load [10].
The proposed formulation is an improvement of the RCC-MR
relations [11]. It allows the membrane and bending stress field in
circumferential or longitudinal orientations, in the mid section of the
elbow or at its connection with a stretch pipe.

Stress intensity factors
A large effort was performed in CEA to propose a coherent

solution of influence functions for surface defects [9], These
solutions are proposed for a wide range of pipes thickness
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(l>t/i;>l/80) and defect size (0<a/t<0.8 and l>a /c> 1/16). All
these solutions are validated by a systematic comparison with
an existing solutions. Fig. 1 gives an overview of these
configurations.

For elbows, a numerical analysis was performed and has
shown that, for small surface defects, the influence functions
developed for the pipes can be used to estimate 1£ in the
structure [10]. Fig. 2 gives some examples of elbows
configurations covered by the document

All these influence function solutions constitute an
important part of the document and provide the possibility to
calculate K i for a large panel of simple structures [9].

Reference stress formulae:
The reference stress formula, mainly used to estimate

plasticity effects, is developed for the same panel of structures
and defect shapes. The proposed reference stress formula are
functions of the imposed load and the crack shape. For pipes
and elbows, these formula are given for:
• Mechanical loading such as internal pressure, axial load and

bending load.
• Thermal loading such as linear transient and thermal shock.

A description of this formulation is presented in [2].

In complement, reference stress solutions are proposed for
standard test specimen to allow J or C* parameter calculation.

Material data
A final chapter of this guide provides the material data to be

used with the proposed methods, in addition to the data given in
the RCC-MR. It proposes:
• Examples of fracture mechanical material data for austenitic

and ferritic steels (JR-Aa, J rQ r , da/dN-AK, da/dt-C*).
• Experimental methodologies to determine these parameters

on standard test specimen.

PC SOFTWARE
The main part of formula, handbooks and methodologies are

implemented in a PC software called MJSAM and developed
under MSWindows environment. This software was developed
with the financial support of the CEA/IPSN with the objective to
facilitate the application of methodologies and improve the
confidence on it. It concerns:
• The calculation of fracture mechanic parameter such as Kj, J

or C* for the CT specimen, pipes and elbows and for all the
defects proposed in the document.

• The application of iterative methodologies such as fatigue
and creep-fatigue crack growth, ductile tearing crack growth
or creep damage evaluation. For all these procedures
different options on the calculation are proposed.

• The possibility to perform parametric or Monte-Carlo
analyses. In these application, the variables are the
geometrical data or the material data. The possibility to

perform a calculation series on different geometrical or loading
configurations is also proposed.

The MJSAM software proposes an English or a French
presentation. The executable is free and is simply installed with a
large series of example for all the methodologies.

CONCLUSION
As a result of the collaboration between CEA, EdF and

Novatome, a French guideline A16 has been written to propose
defect assessment procedures and Leak-Before-Break methods
(L.B.B.) applicable for the design and for operating FBR plants.

The A16 guide provides a coherent and homogeneous written
document giving applicable methods. It guides also gathers in the
same document all the necessary tools (handbook for IQ, reference
stress, rupture mechanics material data) for fracture mechanics
parameter calculation. Last developments included in the 2000
version of the document are the following:
• For Kj calculation, a large effort was performed for the surface

cracks in pipes to propose a coherent description for small and
large defects in thick or thin pipes.

• For the stresses in elbows, an improvement of the RCC-MR
formulae is proposed [10]. It was shown that these new formula
associated to the KJ shape functions of the pipes provide a
very good estimation of Kt for surface defect in elbows.

• For J calculation, an effort was made to propose a formulation
for pipes and elbows under mechanical and thermal load. This
work is made in accordance with the development of the
RSE-M[1].

The formulae and methodologies developed in the A16 guide
are implemented in a PC software developed with the financial
support of the CEA/IPSN. This software provide a useful tool to
apply simply and quickly the methodologies of the guide.
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TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF THE A16 DEFECT ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

NON-SIGMEICANT CREEP SIGNIFICANT CREEP

Defect Evolution

Fatigue initiation:
od method (fatigue curve criteria)

Fatigue propagation:
AJs method (da/dN-AKcf criteria)

Creep Fatigue initiation:
Oil method (creep-fatigue interaction diagram)

Creep fatiaue propagation:
AJs method (da/dN-AK<.ff criteria)
Cs* method (da/dt- C* criteria)

Instability and fast rupture

Plastic instability of the ligament:
Reference stress method (Sm criteria)

Tear initiation:
Js method (J, or J 0.2 criteria)

Instability of the defect:
Jsin method (Ji-Gv or JR-Aa criteria)

Creep rupture of the ligament:
Reference stress method (Sr criteria)

Creep initiation:
a<j methodology (Sr criteria)
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FIGURE 1 : SURFACE DEFECTS IN PIPES AND PLATES
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FIGURE 2 : EXAMPLES OF SURFACE DEFECTS IN ELBOWS
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